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Editors Comments 

 

Hello again EMRIG members and friends. 

 

As you may have noticed, this month’s newsletter is slightly different up front, from the normal line 

up. Unfortunately due to overwork, stress, strain and not feeling very well, Colin TT has taken a 

sabbatical from this issue and there is no Chairman’s news and unfortunately we will be missing 

one of is excellent “Locomotives, Engines and Trains seen on my Model Railway”. Hopefully he will 

take up my request for him to return to the job market, as retirement really seems to take it out of 

the retirees who seem to work harder when retired then when at a full time job.  

 

Anyway, I am sure you will join me in wishing Colin well and hopefully when you see him, order 

him to take it easy and relax more! However, there is still the usual articles from Jean, John and in 

this edition of the “EMRIG water tower challenge”, Terrance and his part 3 article on Redan. 

.  

I can report on behalf of Colin that all at the club is going well. Discussions with the Centre 

management have started with regards to our first Swap Meet of 2016 coming up in a couple of 

weeks’ time. Colin is discussing with the centre management that we use all the passage from 

where the club room is right over to the stairs in front of the Pick and Pay Clothing. Keep fingers 

crossed. So when this comes up, we would appreciate all hands on deck to help make it another 

very successful event. 
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According to the member’s database, 29 people have so far paid their subs with deposits being 

made almost on a daily basis. So, a very big thank you, to all of you for your contributions. If you 

have not yet made your payment, please do so. Bank details are at the end of this newsletter. 

 

There is still a work session being planned at the clubhouse for Sunday the 21st February. However, 

this decision is pending and not quite confirmed. Closer to the time, Colin will send out a more 

detailed email together with projects and repairs that need to be done. Based on this, he will 

assign work teams to target specific projects. Come down and give a hand. It also makes for a 

wonderful social event. 

 

Talking of work sessions, a number of the Club members were down at the clubhouse this Sunday 

gone (07-02-2016) doing some alterations and additions. The N gauge exhibition layout was taken 

down and boxed to make way for Jean’s Table layout. This in turn freed up space where Jean’s 

table layout originally was and Ron Poole’s shelf layout was installed. Due to a mismatch between 

the walls at the Checkers centre and the current shop, some moving around was needed on the 

modules. Thus a couple of sections need to be made up and eventually installed. Also some 

“scenery alterations” will need to be done to match up those differing sections. So, watch this 

space. 

 

One last note. You may have noticed that this newsletter is a bit early. Normally we would send it 

out on this Monday coming. We have brought it forward slightly so that it goes out on the Friday or 

Saturday. Therefore allowing you all to read it before work on Monday. Arguably with it going out 

on Monday, folks forgot about it and never got to reading it. 

 

OK folks. That is basically it for this newsletter from me. Till next time, enjoy and happy railroading. 

 

Lastly and quite importantly, all the articles and photographs in any of the EMRIG newsletters 

remain the property of the author who wrote the article. No copying and reproduction of their 

work should be undertaken without first getting their approval. 

 

Editor.  
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Sci Bono visit 

By Kevin Chamberlain, Photos by Kevin Chamberlain, Neil Wilson and Kobus Pelser 

 

A Panoramic view of the full layout 

On Sunday the 31st January, seven club members and their families travelled to the Sci-Bono 

Science and Discovery Centre in Newtown, Johannesburg to see the resurrected layout that once 

belonged to Jim McLuskie.  Jim opened his home to the club members in early 2014 where the 

same layout had been built in a dedicated room. This was one of the last opportunities for visitors 

to see the layout at the time as Jim had plans to sell the house and move into a smaller home 

where the layout would not fit.  

Jim followed a career as a mining 

engineer throughout his life working 

for various big companies in the gold, 

coal and diamond sectors. As he 

approached his retirement he laid out 

his plans to build a model railroad 

layout, drawing inspiration from his 

childhood memories of riding on the 

trains back in England. He started 

building his layout in 2002 and finally 

completed it in 2008.  

Due to the decision to sell his house, 

the layout had to be removed from the home and the original thought was to scrap it as he could 

not take it with. It was a difficult decision to make as it had taken countless hours of work to 

achieve such great detail and perfection to get it complete. The search was then started to find a 

new home for Jim’s incredible layout.  
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This search ended when a new home 

was found for it at Sci-Bono. The 

mammoth task was now to move this 

layout from Jims home to the new 

premises. The layout was carefully cut 

into five sections and the partition 

wall was removed to get them out of 

the room. The sections were then 

loaded onto a truck and transported 

to Sci-Bono, where they were lifted 

by fork-lift to the first floor and 

reassembled into the current position. 

The wiring had to be carefully cut, 

marked and then re-joined when the 

layout was reassembled. After many 

hours of further work by Jim, Colin Tanner Tremaine and Graham Guthrie [who automated and 

computerised the layout] it now stands proud as it did when it was part of Jim’s home.  

As it was still to be an operational layout in an exhibition setting, it was necessary to have the 

trains running seven days a week without an operator being on duty. This was achieved with the 

use of a Digitrax system, and a Laptop computer running Model Train Control software available 

from Railroad & Co. It was also not necessary to have trains running all day while there were no 

visitors looking at the layout.  

All of this was made possible in the 

following way:-  

Four trains were assigned Digitrax 

addresses. A neat panel was made 

up with four illuminated 

pushbuttons, one for each train. 

The layout was then divided into 

sections, each with a detector 

developed by Colin. The layout and 

all the sections were then tied into 

the software on the computer so 

the positions of each train can be 

monitored as it travelled around the layout. There were four routes programmed, The Up Line, The 

Down Line, The Branch Line and the Coal Line.   

A Birdseye view of the layout in its surroundings at Sci-

Bono 
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As a visitor stood in front of the panel 

and pressed the appropriate push 

button, the corresponding train, 

slowly accelerated, made its way along 

the designated route and returned to 

its original position thus completing 

the programmed operation. Once the 

operation was complete, the lamp in 

the pushbutton would switch on again 

indicating that the sequence was 

complete and the push button could 

be pressed again.  

When originally designing his OO Scale 

layout, Jim wanted four main features 

to be included, a railway town, a junction station, a branch line and part of the line being 

underground. This town was to be located on the mainline between London and Birmingham.  

Stourbridge – a light industrial town West of Birmingham, was his model for the town. It relies on 

the Great Western Railway ( GWR ) to import and move raw materials and export finished product. 

By contrast, Ditton Priors is a tiny Shropshire village that had its own line, “The Cleobury Mortimer 

& Ditton Priors Light Railway”. It was mainly used to transport stone from the GWR owned quarry 

which was a short distance away. The quarried stone was used in GWR operations such as laying 

track and building bridges and tunnels.  

Since the scene is set in 1936, all the 

detail included on the layout is 

authentic to that year.   

Stourbridge Town Station ( in the far 

corner of the layout ) served the town 

of Stourbridge which was in the heart 

of “The Industrial Revolution“ and 

steam drove this “Revolution“ from 

the trains used for transportation 

purposes to the machines used in 

manufacturing and mining. The need 

at the time to move huge quantities of 

coal and raw materials around the 

country made the railway systems and railway towns crucial to the new economy. 

One of the very detailed scenes 
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A large area of the West Midlands 

became known as the Black Country 

because of coal seams close to the 

surface as well as train and factory 

soot. Stourbridge was fortunate to 

be surrounded by picturesque 

countryside as it was located on the 

Perimeter of the Black Country.  

To summarize, Jim’s layout can be 

classed as an example of perfection 

in the model railway world. The 

detail and scenery is in a class of its 

own. As the layout now stands as a 

permanent display at the Sci-Bono Exhibition centre, Jim can be proud of his workmanship and be 

assured that he is spreading the joy of our hobby to hundreds of people every month, and he can 

rest assured that thousands more visitors will see and enjoy the layout for many years to come.  

 

Chasing Steam trains in South Africa. 

By Jean Dulez 

 
Trans Limpopo Steam Safari 1991, Part III 

In the previous episode, Part II. I had recounted how we went up to Zimba-
bwe with the first cross border steam train safari, the Trans Limpopo, in July, 
1991. Then, had to leave the tour train near Victoria Falls to get back to 
work on Monday, 22 July. I would recall the date, since before checking in 
late to work, I had followed the Union Limited “Brush with Steam” tour out 

from Germiston, behind class 12AR, No 1535. ¹ No 1535 is still a regular 
stalwart on the current Reefsteamers operations from Germiston. 
 

¹   Refer the footnote at the end of this article (Ed) 

 

One needs to ask the question, "Why is Kobus playing on 

the crane and his children are not"?!!! Something wrong 

with this picture  
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Then, at Springs, the 12AR was 

exchanged for a class 15CA, No 

2056, for a trip to Bethal. As it 

happens, No 2056 is also 

based at Reefsteamers and 

currently undergoing 

restoration work (should be 

back in service later in 2016). 

Anyhow, that is all I could 

manage, appearing late 

morning at the office, armed 

with suitable excuses about 

border delays and the like 

upon our return from 

Zimbabwe over the weekend! 

The company operated 

flexitime anyhow, so I was able 

to reign in my short hours 

during the week. 

 

The Union Limited would then 

progress through various 

Eastern Transvaal routes to 

Nelspruit and eventually meet 

up with the Trans Limpopo 

tour; this was making its way 

back at the same time from 

Zimbabwe, also to the Eastern 

Transvaal, but via the Tzaneen 

to Kaapmuiden route. 

 

After only four days at work, I 

had again booked leave from Friday 26th, to travel out to Sabie, on the Nelspruit line. My boss, at 

the time, was rather accommodating to all these disjointed leave requests, since he had a passing 

interest in trains as well. However, the downside was that I had to man the fort over the Christmas 

holidays, when most staff went on vacation. Not a problem, since there were normally no trips 

during the hot summer months out here, and I preferred to avoid school holidays as a rule. 

 

After leaving very early on the 26th, I managed to intercept the Trans Limpopo train (which was 

The Trans Limpopo tour "borrowed" class GF, No 2401, from the 

Union Limited train for an afternoon scenic run from Sabie to 

Pynbos, as outlined in this article 
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still in the old red and grey SAR colour scheme) outside Sabie, behind class 19D, No 3323. Ian 

Pretorius, the manager of Union Limited tours at the time, had arranged to leave one set of the 

vintage Transnet stock in this scheme, since the enthusiasts on such private tours preferred this for 

photo authenticity. The remainder of the Union Limited stock had been repainted into the old 

“Imperial” brown scheme, which existed on the SAR prior 1960. It will be recalled at the time, the 

SAR had been reconstituted a year earlier (1990) into Spoornet, with a rather impractical orange 

and white scheme for their main line coaching stock. 

 

Following a great morning of filming through the forested areas and the Mac Mac Falls region, No 

3323 arrived in Graskop the terminus, for a service and turn around. The Union Limited train  had 

also been treading the line the day before and was waiting to also head back to Sabie, powered by 

class GF No 2401 and class 19D 3324. As a matter of interest, No 2401 is now preserved in the 

Transnet Museum in George, whilst Nos 3323 and 3324 ended their working days on the Knysna 

branch and thereafter stored at Voorbaai depot at Hartenbos, after the Knysna branch was closed. 

No 3323 was converted to oil burning, and has recently been purchased by the new Ceres Railway 

Company, so some history indeed. 

 

I duly followed Nos 2401 and 3324 back to Sabie on the “brown” train and then doubled back for 

the “red and grey” train with No 3323.  That afternoon, the Trans Limpopo organisers had arranged 

for the GF Garratt to take some of their coaches up to Pynbos, south of Sabie, for some sunset 

sequences up the mountain climb. 

 

That night, both trains were stabled at Sabie, where a combined station platform braai had been 

organised. Many of the participants would be joining up for the combined Steam Festival event, 

the following week, at Kimberley. This was, in my experience, the first occasion that two separate 

steam tours had ended up at the same overnight stopover. There had been times when the Union 

Limited, say, had been running a safari somewhere, whilst a private operator may have  

concurrently hired the red and grey set for another tour (as happened in July 1991) but both trains 

were usually to be located in totally different parts of the country, on any particular day. 

 

Late that night, Nos 3323 and 3324 took the Trans Limpopo consist back to Nelspruit. This was 

followed by electric traction to Belfast and thereafter, an early morning steam departure to 

Lydenburg. 

 

The next morning, 27 July, the Union Limited also departed Sabie with No 2401 and a class 24, No 

3675. I followed this one initially to Pynbos and then Hendriksdal. Leaving it there, the plan was to 

travel the relatively short distance over the Long Tom Pass over the Lydenburg, to intercept the 

other train, which was due to head back to Belfast around lunch time. 
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The old Union Limited tour train, in its "Imperial Brown" livery, in use from around 1990 to 1996. 

Class 14CRB, No 1882 on a Cape tour in 1994. 

The timing work out well, and I was able to follow the Trans Limpopo back over the scenic 

mountain route to Santa, Nederhorst (the highest point), Dullstroom and finally Belfast , powered 

by another Garratt, No 4122. No 4122 has also ended up at Voorbaai depot, but is unserviceable 

now. 

 

Unfortunately, the Garratt managed to set off some nasty veld fires below Santa, the results of 

which, in this heavily forested area, we would hear about later (it being dry season during July). 

This resulted in a subsequent ban of steam trains in many regions, during the dry winter months. It 

also precipitated conversion by Transnet of some coal burning locomotives to oil firing (they do not 

have flying cinders and clinker dropping problems, as for conventionally coal fired). 

 

Both trains now used modern traction overnight, the Union Limited to Witbank, and the Trans 

Limpopo to Springs. I logically headed back home for the night and got up early the next morning 

(Sunday 28th) and drove back east to try and locate this final days’ worth of steam. The first task 

was the former, which would just be heading back from Witbank to Jo’burg, behind class 15F, No 

3040. I think that this engine is still dumped somewhere out of use in the Germiston depot. I 

followed this back as far as Delmas, where I diverted south about 30km towards Devon, on the 
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Springs – Bethal line. 

 

The Trans Limpopo tour was now on its final leg, having gone out tender first, pre-dawn, as far as 

Devon. The plan was to head back in the morning to Springs, with some photo stops on route. My 

timing was spot on, and the train had just been remarshalled at Devon. Hence I was able to follow 

this train back to Springs, where the loco was to be serviced, then completed the final leg into 

Jo’burg. The engine used on this section was class 25NC, No 3472, again a Reefsteamers 

locomotive, now currently also undergoing refurbishment. 

 

Well, that was the end of the tale of two steam tours, but not the end of steam train activities for 

the month! 

 

The following day, Monday 29th, the inevitable happened- both consists were combined (18 

coaches) to convoy most remnants of the two tour parties to the Kimberley steam festival, which 

was due to begin the following day, Tuesday 30th.  

 

Ian Pretorius had asked four Railway Society of SA members (including myself) to act as tour guides 

for photography over this period, for the benefit of the mainly overseas group. This meant that we 

could have joined the train on board from Johannesburg, which my fellow RSSA members did. 

However, since the tour train was going to be parked on a siding south of Kimberley for the 

remainder of the week, we were subsequently due to use road transport for the purposes of line 

sighting, during this festival. Hence, I decided that it would be more beneficial for me to follow this 

long train (headed by class 25NCs, Nos 3407 and 3476) by road, and eventually park my car for the 

entire week next to the tour train, and subsequently re-join the group. No 3407 ended its days at 

Worcester, on a Transnet dump. No 3476, after some years spent on the Saturday morning Trans 

Karoo runs from Klerksdorp, ended up with the now defunct Waterval Boven group, probably by 

now stripped of most copper and brass fittings, as always happens to abandoned steam 

locomotives. 

 

This train duly left Jo’burg around 9am on the 30th, and I followed it as far as Koster in the late 

afternoon. Since it would only be arriving in Mafeking early evening, and then heading south 

overnight to Kimberley via Vryburg and Warrenton with diesel traction, it was not worth deviating 

to follow any further. I then drove south west onto Warrenton, where I booked into a local hotel. 

Next task was to start some lineside filming the following morning, between Kimberley and De Aar, 

whilst the tour was still en route south. 

 

(to be concluded) 
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Silent no More. 

By John Burkhardt 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre Note: - 

After completing Part 1 and getting stuck into writing Part 2 below, I realised that there are at least two subjects I 

should have written about first, before diving into writing about more select installs like this Lima Class 34 sound 

install. 

Many years ago I gave a clinic to PMT members on the basic considerations of a DCC decoder installation. They are 

all based on hard & fast rules governed by the NMRA DCC standards and RP’s which would explain certain aspects of 

the install at hand. However if you follow my instructions and pictures explicitly you should be safe. 

In addition it also became clear to me that there is a need for giving you some insight on what criteria is needed to 

select a particular make & type/model of decoder over another, as well as the supporting materials needed for an 

intended install to get the best results - which again would explain why I used what I did in this Class 34 install. 

I intend to rewrite these two presentations and add more up to date diagrams and pictures and then will offer them 

to the Editor for publication, but only after I have completed part 3 of this Class 34 Diesel installation. 

Editors footnote. 

John Henry who now graciously proof 

reads the newsletters before publishing, 

sent the photo to the right, after proof 

reading this issue with the following 

words: -  

“BTW a photo of me and my one 

grandson about 10 years ago on board 

one of the trains described by Jean on a 

Reefsteamers run to Magaliesburg, No 

1535 class 12 AR and no the sling was 

not used to inject coal into the boiler’s 

firebox! Lol.” 
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LIMA SAR CLASS 34 

Last month, in Part 1, I dealt with the chassis preparation and this month we deal with all that 

needs to be modified and mounted in the shell. There are options to be chosen based on 

preferences by the installer, and I show you my preference based on my experience in having 

converted a number of these handsome models.  

Part 2 

7. Body Shell Preparation & Modifications: 

 

Speaker and HL install area 

The area just behind the cab is where we will install the speaker, taking the place of the now 

discarded HL bracket. We will be using the cab back wall and the sides & roof of the body as 4 sides 

of the airtight speaker enclosure we need to build. This area is chosen for the speaker location as 

at the drive end we are short of body depth due to the gear tower and hence not getting optimum 

enclosure volume.  
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However first we will have to install the 3mm Golden or Sunny White LED just behind the light bar 

visible as well as the bright oblong window in the top of the cab back wall.  

  

Area for HL & Speaker installation 

Do not use the super white/bright LED’s available at your local electronic components shop as they 

would be shining like the Xenon lights with a blue tint like only very modern locomotives have 

fitted. Rather use either the Golden White (GW), if you want it to be an older loco series 0-200 or 

then the Sunny White (SW) for the later series.   

At the drive truck end of the shell we will install the decoder board as well as place the holder for 

the BL (Backup Light) LED in such a way that it is almost in contact with the BL double light bar. But 

first we have to prepare said holder and many steps later I show the BL LED assembly soldered to 

the decoder to ultimately not only locate the LED correctly but also act as the anchor at one end of 

the decoder when we are mounting it to the roof of the body shell.  
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Area for BL & Decoder installation 

8. Preparation and Mounting of HL/BL 

  

An LED holder is made from an 8mm long piece of Evergreen No 226 Styrene tubing with a 3mm ID, 

on which we file a flat to be used for “welding” it with MEK to the shell roof, right behind the resp. 

light bars. 
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LED Holder 

 

Rear LED Test Fitting 
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LED slipped into LED holder 

Next we have to prepare the LED to fit into these LED holders. Some LED’s are supplied without a 

shoulder at the base. If it has we need to machine/file that away to end up with an LED with a 

smooth 3mm dia. cylindrical body to allow it to slip freely into the LED holder. 

Let’s first make up the HL LED assembly, that’s the one with wires and black heat shrink in the 

picture below. Trim the positive lead of the LED (that is the one that connects to the small “flag” as 

you look through the LED body) to a 3mm length and the same to one end of the 1k resistor. Pre-

tin the ends and solder them together, keeping the resistor lead to the inside, between the two 

LED leads. Trim the other end of the resistor also to a 3mm length. Now nip the other (negative) 

leg of the LED to reach only halve way down the resistor body and pre-tin this two ends. After 

stripping & pre-tinning the wire ends solder a length of white decoder wire to the negative lead 

and the blue to the resistor (positive) and slip heat shrink tubing over and heat to complete the HL 

assembly. 

For the BL assembly we solder the resistor in the same way as above to the LED’s positive lead and 

then make a 90º bend at 3mm from the resistor’s end, and bent up for another 3mm. Then bend 

the negative LED lead to match the size & shape of the resistor. It is important that the bends are 

up with the resistor nearest you (as in the picture) so that the leads match the decoder’s solder 

lugs in their polarity, lest the LED will not illuminate if polarity is reversed. 
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LED HL/BL Assemblies 

 

HL Assembly 

We now apply MEK liberally to the roof of the body shell and the flat surface we filed earlier on the 

LED holder and with gentle pressure and some fore and aft movement, “weld” the LED holders 
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into position behind the respective light bars leaving not more than a 1mm gap between the end 

of the holder and the light bar. 

You now can home the HL LED with some pressure to touch the light bar where the added bulk of 

the heat shrink tubing should hold the LED assy. firmly in place for good. 

Lastly only Test fit the BL assembly to make sure it slips freely into the holder and can home up to 

the light bar. Then remove to a safe place for use later when we assemble the decoder – and as 

mentioned earlier, when soldered to the decoder it will become the decoder holder at one end. 

 

9. Speaker Selection and preparation. 

The basic rule for selecting a suitable speaker for any sound installation will always be: “the biggest 

one that will fit” – biggest in this context means the area of the diaphragm. Off course the speaker 

in its electrical specifications has to be a match for the chosen decoder’s amplifier specification, 

typically 8 Ohm impedance and 1 Watt power rating. In light of the advancement in miniature 

speaker development opening many more possible solutions but for time reasons these have to be 

the subject of another article to follow soon.  

A second absolute rule is that the speaker must be in an air tight enclosure meaning that none of 

the air moved by the front of the diaphragm can be getting into contact with any of the air moved 

by the rear of the diaphragm, lest they cancel each other out = no volume!   

Because this locos body aperture is narrow yet there is a considerable length of space available 

between cab back wall and motor mount we can choose an oval design. As we want to save on 

cost yet fit the largest speaker that will fit we will use an open frame oval speaker of 16 x 35mm 

and fashion our own enclosure. However, if you are not comfortable crafting an airtight enclosure 

with styrene as described later, you can opt for a speaker with enclosure that will sacrifice a bit in 

speaker size and adding costs, but it has to be narrow and short enough to fit into the available 

space available. 

We start the enclosure by cutting the end plate out of styrene plate, preferably 2mm but not less 

than 1mm thick. The depth of our speaker enclosure I measured as max 18mm and the width will 

be nominal 22mm, but needs sanding to a snug fit between body side walls. I cannot provide exact 

dimensions for all of the styrene plates/strips that I cut, suffice to say you have to shape by cutting, 

filing and sanding to close off all large gaps and holes as best as possible – but keep in mind that 

when we later fit in the speaker assembly we apply a liberal amount of silicon sealer to make it a 

totally airtight compartment.  
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Speaker Enclosure End Plate 

As we will butt the speaker on one end tight up against the cab wall, the other end reaches into 

the body to where there is a recess in one of the side walls, and we have to bridge that full width – 

nominally 22mm. We can now weld the Endplate with MEK to the speaker at the opposite end to 

where the solder pads are, and with the end plate positioned such that the side protrudes equal to 

the depth of the above mentioned recess which I measured at 4mm. (see picture below: Recess in 

body shell ….) 

I also cut a 5mm wide strip of the 2mm thick styrene as a spacer to be welded to the one side of 

the speaker frame and then still had to add a shim of 0.5mm thickness to make up the total with of 

the shell inside. 

Little posts cut from the 2mm thick styrene were “forced” after some filing and sanding into the 

speaker mounting holes to fill the bulk leaving small spaces to seal later with the silicon. 

As you can see this is a total make to fit operation and totally depends on the speaker you are 

using, but I’m sure you get the idea how to end up with a totally sealed speaker enclosure after 

applying a bit of silicon sealer.       
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Speaker Assembly fits snug 

 

End Plate, Shims & Fillers Welded in position 

*Note that the speaker solder pads must be at the opposite end to the end plate  
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Add shims and filler pieces where necessary to fill large holes and/or gaps, then sand to make the 

assembly slide snuggly between the body walls and ensure the contour of the end plate matches 

that of the body shell as close as possible – later we seal it with marine silicon to make it air tight. 

 

Recess in Body Shell determines width of End Plate 

 

Lastly we need to notch the end plate where it meets the roof of the shell, large enough to let the 
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four wires to feed the HL LED and the speaker pass when the speaker assembly is installed , but 

that only happens when we have installed the decoder.    

10.  Decoder selection and preparation 

For this install I chose the SoundTraxx Tsunami TSU-1000AT for its PCB design that makes for slim 

space requirement and so will fit in the available clearance above motor and gear tower. Good 

sound from the correct PM sound projects are available and horns arguably sounding close enough 

to the SAR horns. 

 

SoundTraxx TSUNAMI TSU1000 in AT Format – NOTE: left is front 

To prepare our decoder for installation in the shell we need to solder 8 different color wires as per 

NMRA DCC standard to the appropriate solder pads (use the diagram in the decoder leaflet); later 

we make connections to HL, Speaker and chassis. But first we solder the BL LED assembly to the 

inner solder lugs at the end of the decoder insuring that the Resistor end is soldered to the 

common pos solder pad. Then still at the rear end solder the red and black wire. 

We then solder the Orange and Grey Motor leads to the M+ & M- solder pads respectively and the 

2 violet wires to the Speaker + & - tabs, polarity being immaterial hence the same color. Now 

gather Red, Black, Orange and Grey together in a short length of heat shrink tubing and point the 

bundle forward before lightly heating the shrink tubing.   
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BL LED Assembly soldered to the decoder rear 

  

Centre connections for Speaker and Motor 
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HL LED Connection 

 

Positioning of Capacitor 

Double up the capacitor leads so that the capacitor ends up parallel to the BL LED and gather the 

wire stub in a short length of heat shrink tubing. 
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11. Decoder installation in Body Shell 

 

Secure the Capacitor with a blob of silicon and use a piece of insulation tape to hold the front of 

the decoder, taking care not to cover the decoder’s CPU (chip 222)!   
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12. Speaker Installation 

We now are ready to slip our speaker assembly into its place but not before having applied silicon 

sealant to all surfaces, holes and edges. NOTE: it is important that no sealant is accidentally applied 

to the speaker’s cone on either side, I chose silicon sealant as an adhesive as it can easily be 

removed once dry by simply pealing it off with a knife or pair of tweezers. Furthermore, by 

securing the speaker assy. in this manner, while keeping it perfectly secure in its place and making 

absolutely airtight, it can however be relatively easily prised out when the need arises for a 

replacement, etc.   

 

Shell Assembly Complete 

Essentially we now have completed the modification and assembly of the body shell and all that 

remains is to make sure all wires are bent and doubled up if too long and laid tight along roof and 

decoder, except for Red/Black/Orange/Grey which we use later in the assy. with the chassis. Use 

insulation tape if the other wires do not want to stay where you tuck them. NOTE do not cover any 

part of the decoder other than the solder lugs at the front, but the aim is to prevent any loose wire 

to touch the speaker cone or moving parts.  
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The body shell is now ready for assembly with the Chassis 

You are aware that I stock the particular decoder for this install - but also should you find it difficult 

to find any of the materials I used to complete this install, I can provide all in a kit form or certain 

individually items – please ask.  

Next month in Part 3 we deal with the final assembly of Shell and Chassis and perform the 

mandatory tests of any decoder installation before we can test run the loco under main line power. 

All that remains then is to program appropriate CV’s to tweak the decoder’s performance to attain 

the loco’s optimal operation. 

To be continued. 
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The EMRIG Water Tower Challenge. 

By Terrance Marx 

 

REDAN-A STUDY OF A STATION (Part 3) 

TYPES of TRAINS 

Just about every type of train that operates on Spoornet runs through here at some stage due to 

the fact that this line is the main Johannesburg-Cape Town artery. At the end of this section is 

feedback on several sightings which I made over several days I was at trackside. 

While this line did see a lot of traffic during the week, Fridays was the weekday which saw the least 

amount of traffic by at least 50% of the daily average. I was unable to find out why this was so. 

PASSENGER OPERATION 

Several Suburban trains (or Taxies as they are also referred to) ply the line interspersed by the 

various goods trains. I counted upwards of 8 sets going in either direction on the days that I was 

there. Each set was the standard 13 car set with 3 power cars. 

Of note was the fact that these Suburban trains never blew their hooters when they entered or left 

the plant, they would merely glide up to the platform, pause for about 60 seconds during which 

time 5 -10 people would embark or disembark and the train would glide out of the station as 

soundlessly as it had arrived. 

The Shosholoza Mail would also blow through the station on a daily basis and I was lucky enough 

to catch it going in both directions on several occasions. The Northbound usually came through in 

the mornings, the Southbound in the afternoons. This train doesn’t stop at this station, but I did 

catch it stationary one day due to signal maintenance at the North cross-overs. 

The Blue Train also regularly put in an appearance, most times pulled by a single 14E. It too doesn’t 

stop at the station and the one time the train did stop was on a northbound run when it stopped 

short of the dirt road crossing south of the plant that leads to the little community and the station 

on that side of the track. This was only done due to a crew change. 
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FREIGHT OPERATION 

As noted, there were several trains through there that I was able to note down; these included 

1. General merchandise trains. These were the standard freight made up of various freight 

cars on an as needed basis. Of interest are the following noteworthy trains: 

2. Breakdown trains and work trains were also common. I, on two occasions saw trains with 

broken down diesels in the consist, the first train had a broken Class 35 and the second was a Class 

34. Both these trains had 2 6E1 units on the point. I assume these diesels were all headed for 

Koedoespoort or Germiston for repairs. The train was parked in the yard for the weekend. 

34-475 on its way to the Rand for repairs. There was extensive rust over the roof, indicating that 

there may have been some kind of fire in the engine. There wasn’t other bodywork damage to 

indicate a derailment. 
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The chain joining 34-475 to the 18E. Unfortunately I didn’t document the number of this unit. 

3. A mixed goods behind 6E No 1252 which consisted of  one FZL grain car, 5 new suburban 

coaches and 2 pulp cars bringing up the rear. 

4. Unit coil steel trains generally headed southbound loaded with coil steel on SWR cars. This 

was the first time I saw them. 

5. Unit coal trains with all types of coal cars – BALJs, CALJs, DZs and some I don’t know. These 

trains travelled loaded south and empty north. I was able to find a dozen or so Jumbo Hoppers 

parked in the yard one morning on an empty headed north, so these cars would not look out of 

place in this plant. Interesting to note is that these cars had drawbars between them and if I recall 

correctly, they were in four car sets. 

6. Unit Auto trains with the enclosed auto carriers, which are former baggage vans converted 

to this service. This train was fairly scarce and catching it was a real treat, and I think I only saw it 

twice. These loaded trains were heading south at passenger speed. 

7. Unit container trains with between 20 and 30 cars in tow running both north and 
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southbound. According to my notes, the southbound trains often had a few beer cars tacked onto 

them as well. I cannot verify where in the train they were located and I’m guessing they were a 

block either at the front or the back. 

8. Unit Grain trains, mostly FZJ and FZL boxcars and FGL and FGL-J hoppers, with a few of the 

covered grain hoppers thrown in for variety. 

FGL-J is bracketed by 2 cement wagons 

9. Unit tank trains with XPJ/XNJ/XNJ-7/XZJ cars on them in various quantities travelling in both 

directions. The odd Jet Fuel tanker would also be on these trains. 
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XBJ cement cars headed south, dead in the yard 

 

 

 

 

Water Tower Challenge Honour board 

• 2015 October  Glynn Chamberlain 

• 2015 November Niel Wilson 

• 2015 December  Terrance Marx (Part 1) 

• 2016 January   Terrance Marx (Part 2) 

• 2016 February Terrance Marx (Part 3) 

 

Next Month sees the end of this wonderful series of articles with the subtitle of “REDAN-A STUDY OF A 

STATION” , and is arguably the highlight with suggestions on design together with a very buildable 

module design that could quite easily be at home in the club setup. 

We also get to see who the next unsuspecting “Water Tower challenger” is! 

Ed 
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Club Diary. 

Sunday the 21st February, Proposed EMRIG Workshop / Clinic. 

Saturday the 27th February, EMRIG Swap Meet. 

Saturday the 19th March, PMT Swap Meet. 

Saturday the 30th April, Witpoortjie Swap Meet. 

Saturday the 28th May, EMRIG Swap Meet. 

Saturday the 24th September, EMRIG Swap Meet. 

Saturday the 17th December EMRIG Swap Meet. 

____________________________________ 

Club Contact details:- 

 

Chairman – Colin Tanner-Tremaine – cttremaine@mweb.co.za – 0828280665 

Secretary – Peter Fish – pfish@absamail.co.za 

Treasurer – Colin Tanner-Tremaine – cttremaine@mweb.co.za – 0828280665 

Webmaster – Glynn Chamberlain – glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

 

 

mailto:cttremaine@mweb.co.za
mailto:pfish@absamail.co.za
mailto:cttremaine@mweb.co.za
mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com
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Club Banking Details:- 

 

 

Banking details: - 

Bank: -   FNB Northmead Square 

Name: -   Eastern Model Railway Interest Group 

Account No: -  625 483 74149 

Branch code: -   250 112. Please, DO NOT forget to put your name as reference.  

 


